open the supplemental material in a second internet browser window or tab so that the reader can go back and forth between the text and the displays. The displays are presented sequentially, but links provided at the bottom of each page allow the reader to jump to a specific one. To begin the animation, click on the image; click again to stop it. For some displays, an .avi file has been provided that may be downloaded and resized as necessary. These .avi files must be viewed in a program that allows for looping as each file contains only one cycle of the movie; for example, this can be accomplished by inserting the movies into a Microsoft PowerPoint or a Lotus Freelance Graphics file or by viewing the movies with Apple QuickTime Player or Windows Media Player. The reader may wish to examine these displays over a range of viewing distances to establish the range of motion over which the percept can be achieved. Some observers have reported that at very short viewing distances there is a weakening of the perceived effects. Consequently, it is best to view these displays with the monitor set to a minimum resolution of 10246768 and at arm's length.
The Ramachandran/Anstis bistable-quartets display
In 1986 Ramachandran and Anstis published a report in Scientific American describing a most interesting apparent-motion display they called the bistable quartets which has provided significant insights about visual processing (Ramachandran and Anstis 1986) .
Here, we present a number of versions of this display, some well known and some with new variations.
In display 1a, the basic arrangement of the bistable quartet is shown. When activated, the two dots labeled`1' will appear simultaneously and will be followed by the appearance of the dots labeled`2'. The center dot will remain on throughout. As the display cycles, a sense of motion is created which can be perceived moving either in the zig-zag or the see-saw direction as indicated by the blue arrows in the static display. Prolonged viewing will result in periodic switches between the zig-zag and the see-saw motion.
To facilitate switches from zig-zag to see-saw, one can shift the mouse cursor backand-forth or up-and-down in the direction orthogonal to the one that is perceived.
Display 1b shows an orderly array of 16 quartets, each with a stable central dot. When activated, the dots are sequenced in the same manner as in display 1a and movement can be perceived as either zig-zag or see-saw. The interesting feature of this display is that all quartets have the same perceived direction of motion, either zig-zag or seesaw. Upon prolonged viewing, the percept can shift from one to the other. When the switching occurs, it does so for all the quartets in the display. Thus the percept is integrated over a large area of the visual field providing unity in the perception of apparent motion. How does such integration come about? It is likely that the unification occurs in visual areas where individual neurons have very large receptive fields. It is well known that the size of the receptive fields in early portions of the visual system is quite small and grows progressively larger in higher regions (Baker et al 1981; Gattass et al 1981 Gattass et al , 1988 Albright and Desimone 1987) . The unified perception conferred upon the representation of individual quartets is probably achieved by virtue of feedback circuits from higher to lower visual areas that analyze the smaller, local representations.
We shall next examine what kinds of visual cues can be introduced to disrupt the unity of apparent-motion direction for an array of bistable quartets. A series of questions will be posed and displays will be provided to answer them.
2.1 Is the unity of the apparent motion seen in the array of bistable quartets due to the orderly layout of identical elements in the visual field? To answer this question we can disrupt orderliness in two ways as shown in display 2: we vary the size and the spatial layout of the quartets. Upon activating this display it will become evident that all elements are seen to be moving uniformly either as zig-zag or as see-saw. When a switch occurs during prolonged viewing, it mostly occurs in unison. Thus it appears that size and orderliness are not significant factors in influencing the perceived direction of apparent motion.
2.2
To what extent does contrast and sign of contrast of the dot pairs in the bistable quartets influence the direction of apparent motion? In display 3a two of the dots in each quartet have a lower contrast. If the direction of apparent motion were to be influenced by the contrast of the stimuli, the perceived motion in the display should be predominantly zig-zag in which the gray dots and the white dots move back and forth. Prolonged viewing will establish that see-saw motion can be perceived just as readily as zig-zag motion indicating that contrast does not play a significant role in defining the direction of apparent motion.
To test this more carefully, we have created display 3b. As in display 1b, there are 16 quartets arranged in four columns and rows. However, the contrast arrangement is such that in rows A and C the dots with different contrast are arranged horizontally and in rows B and D they are arranged vertically. Were the relative contrast of the dots a significant factor in inducing a particular direction of apparent motion, one would perceive zig-zag motion in rows A and C and see-saw motion in rows B and D as indicated by the blue insets. However, when the display is activated, prolonged viewing shows that this is not the case. All quartets induce similar direction of apparent motion; when the percept shifts, all elements shift together. Obviously, in the most extreme case of luminance differences, this percept will break down; if the darker dots in display 3b were set to have a contrast identical to that of the background, they would become invisible; the remaining white dots would then be seen as moving horizontally in rows A and C and vertically in rows B and D.
In display 4a a more drastic step is taken in examining what happens when dots with reverse contrast are used. We now show two white and two black dots on a gray background. Prolonged viewing of the dynamic display establishes the fact that one can just as readily perceive white dots jumping to black dots as jumping to white dots. Again, to ascertain this more carefully, in display 4b 16 smaller quartets are arranged as in display 3b: in rows A and C the contrast of the dots is arranged horizontally, whereas in B and D it is arranged vertically. Although the percept for display 4b may not be as uniform as in previous displays, for most viewers it is still strong: the quartets move in unison and when the direction of apparent motion switches, it tends to do so for all of the quartets.
Two major systems that arise in the retina are the ON and OFF channels (Hartline 1938; Kuffler 1953; Rodieck 1973; Wa« ssle et al 1981a Wa« ssle et al , 1981b Schiller et al 1986; Schiller 1996) . While all photoreceptors hyperpolarize to light and use the neurotransmitter glutamate, at the level of the bipolar cells some bipolars have sign conserving synapses and others have sign inverting synapses. As a result of this arrangement two major classes of bipolar cells arise, the OFF and the ON. Bipolar cells with the sign conserving synapses initiate the OFF system and those with sign inverting synapses initiate the ON system (Werblin and Dowling 1969) . It is now well established that these systems had arisen in the course of evolution to enable the visual system to receive excitatory signals for both light increment and light decrement (Schiller et al 1986; Schiller 1996) .Visual objects in the world reflect either more or less light relative to the background. It is essential for survival that objects be processed rapidly for both conditions. This can be accomplished by generating excitatory activity for both light increment and decrement, which is exactly what is accomplished by having ON and OFF channels originating in the retina: the ON channel is activated by light increment and the OFF channel is activated by light decrement. This arrangement is also evident at the level of the retinal ganglion cells, the majority of which receive input from either OFF or ON bipolars and hence are called the OFF and ON retinal ganglion cells. The retinal ganglion cells project to numerous brain areas and provide excitatory signals for both light increment and decrement.
The fact that the sign of contrast does not play a significant role in defining the direction of apparent motion suggests that the ON and OFF systems converge in areas of the visual system that analyze motion. It is well known that complex cells in area V1 and the cells in the middle temporal area (MT) receive such convergent input. It is therefore reasonable to surmise that mechanisms that give rise to the direction of apparent-motion perception come into play after the convergence of the OFF and ON channels.
2.3
To what extent can color cues influence the direction of apparent motion? To determine whether color cues can effectively influence the direction of perceived motion, the quartet in display 5a is composed of two red and two green dots. Were color to play a significant role in defining the direction of apparent motion, this display should yield predominantly zig-zag motion occurring between dots of the same color. Prolonged viewing of the activated display will establish that this is not the case. Again, to ascertain this further, in display 5b we present an array in which the color of the dots is arranged horizontally in rows A and C, and vertically in rows B and D. Prolonged viewing establishes that the quartets move in unison and switch in unison, suggesting that color information does not play a significant role in the perceived direction of apparent motion in this display.
It has been established that in the retina several parallel systems originate (Poggio 1980; Wa« ssle et al 1981a Wa« ssle et al , 1981b Gouras 1985; Schiller 1993) . Two of these are the OFF and ON systems discussed above. Two others are the midget and parasol systems, which come predominantly in OFF and ON subvarieties (Watanabe and Rodieck 1989; . The midget ganglion cells have very small receptive fields; in central retina the excitatory receptive field centers of these cells are each comprised of but a single cone, which therefore renders them color selective. The retinal ganglion cells of the parasol system have considerably larger receptive fields (three times the diameter of those of the midget system); both the center and surround area of the receptive fields of these ganglion cells is comprised of many rods and cones. Consequently the parasol system is more sensitive to contrast changes but has lower acuity and does not provide color-selective responses. Furthermore, these cells discharge in a transient fashion, whereas the responses of the midget cells are more sustained (Gouras 1969; De Monasterio and Gouras 1975; Boycott et al 1987; Schiller et al 1991; Schiller 1996) .
Given that color does not appear to play a significant role in influencing the direction of apparent motion in the Ramachandran/Anstis bistable-quartets display, it may be surmised that the parasol system plays a much more significant role in motion perception than does the midget system. Numerous studies corroborate this supposition (Derrington and Lennie 1984; Livingstone and Hubel 1988; Schiller and Lee 1994) . Disruption of the parasol system produces deficits in motion perception, whereas disruption of the midget system does not . It is also known that cortical areas, such as MT and MST, that play a significant role in motion perception, receive a more pronounced input from the parasol system and a much less extensive input from the midget system (Lee et al 1979; Boussaoud et al 1990; Schiller and Lee 1994) .
Recently it has been established that the excitatory receptive field centers of the midget retinal ganglion cell are comprised of input from either red or green but not blue cones (Dacey 1996; Lee 1996) . The blue cones connect to specific blue/yellowsensitive retinal ganglion cells giving rise to the koniocellular system (Martin et al 1997) .
Unlike the midget and parasol systems that respectively project to the parvocellular and magnocellular layers of the lateral geniculate nucleus, the koniocellular ganglion cells project predominantly into the intralaminar layers of the LGN (Martin et al 1997; White et al 1998) . The projections from the LGN to the cortex are also quite different for the midget, parasol, and koniocellular cells (Lachica and Casagrande 1992; Callaway 2005) . The midget cells terminate most heavily in layer 4Cb, the parasol system in 4Ca, and the koniocellular cells in layers 1 and 2 of area V1 (Hubel and Wiesel 1972; Hendrickson et al 1978; Ding and Casagrande 1997; Hendry and Reid 2000) .
To determine the extent to which the koniocellular system is involved in the perception of apparent motion, we shall consider display 6a. In this display two sets of color dots are shown. In columns 1 and 2 the dots are red and green and in columns 3 and 4 they are blue and yellow. In rows A/C and B/D, as before, the colors of the dots are arranged horizontally and vertically, respectively. When the display is activated and viewed for a while, the perceived motion is generally uniform, although perhaps not quite as compelling as for previous displays. Of course, owing to the relatively high luminance and chrominance contrast, these dots do not uniquely activate either the red/green or blue/yellow pathways. To reduce the interaction between luminance and chrominance, one needs to examine what happens at or near isoluminance. Although the parasol system is not really silenced at isoluminance, its responses are significantly reduced (Schiller and Colby 1983; Lee et al 1988; Merigan et al 1991; Schiller et al 1991; Smith et al 1992) .
The stimuli in display 6b are identical to those in display 6a but the background luminance has been set to approximate isoluminant conditions. This arrangement is not perfect since isoluminance levels vary to some degree among individuals; indeed the most effective procedure would be for the reader to create his or her own display with the red, green, blue, and yellow dots set at the appropriate isoluminance point; under these conditions the blue/yellow dots preferentially activate the koniocellular system. Nevertheless, the effect should be compelling for most readers with the display provided herein. Two facts will become obvious after sustained viewing of the activated display: (i) apparent-motion perception is dramatically degraded, as are most perceptions at isoluminance (Kelly 1981; Troscianko and Fahle 1988; Troscianko and Harris 1988; Lindsey and Teller 1990) ; (ii) the unity of apparent motion is ambiguous and may be said to be broken up under these conditions. At any given time, some of the quartets may be seen as zig-zagging and others as see-sawing. The apparent motion perceived is weaker for the blue/yellow dots than the red/green dots.
These observations suggest that luminance cues are important for the perception of apparent motion as well as for the unity in the direction of perceived motion over an extended visual area. It also appears that chrominance information does play a role in the perception of apparent motion although its contribution is weak (Ohtani et al 1993) . One may conclude that the parasol system plays a far more prominent role in apparent-motion perception than do the midget and koniocellular systems.
2.4
To what extent can shape cues influence the direction of apparent motion? Next we turn to the question whether shape differences influence the unit of apparentmotion perception in the bistable quartets. In display 7a we present Xs and Os arranged in a fashion similar to what we had shown previously. In rows A and C the Xs and Os are arranged horizontally whereas in rows B and D they are arranged vertically. If apparent-motion processing were to take shape into account, making the assumption that motion will be perceived between elements with a similar shape, one should perceive zig-zag motion in rows A and C and see-saw motion in B and D. Activating the display reveals that the shape differences have little effect on the perceived direction of apparent motion. For the most part the quartets move uniformly; when the direction of perceived motion switches for one, it does so for all.
Putting color and shape together, shown in display 7b, the reader can see that the perceived apparent motion still remains uniform and does not break up as suggested by the blue arrows. Switches between zig-zag and see-saw motion occur for all 16 quartets.
We believe that the above observations support the conclusion that the parasol system plays a prominent role in apparent-motion perception. Research has established that the parasol system is not sensitive to high spatial frequencies, and hence to small differences in shape Merigan et al 1991) .
Next, we shall turn to displays in which the quartets are constructed so as to differentially activate the cells of the parasol system. This can be achieved by introducing significant differences in the size and shape of the visual stimuli .
2.5
To what extent can size cues influence the direction of apparent motion? To determine the extent to which the stimulus size can disrupt the uniformity of apparentmotion direction we constructed displays 8a and 8b. In display 8a the larger dots have twice the diameter of the small dots in each quartet: rows A and C have same-sized dots arranged horizontally; rows B and D have same-size dots arranged vertically. Viewing the active display produces an ambiguous situation. Sometimes the quartets move and switch uniformly, while at other times their direction of motion is broken up as indicated by the arrows. In display 8b a bigger size difference is introduced: the large dots have 3.5 times the diameter of the small dots. For most observers this large size difference is effective in breaking up the unity of motion direction in the active array. For the most part, rows A and C are perceived to zig-zag and rows B and D to see-saw.
2.6
To what extent can the combination of size, shape, and color cues influence the direction of apparent motion? In display 9 we present a combination of size, shape, and color cues using the same general stimulus arrangement. In rows A and C the combination of size, shape, and color cues is arranged horizontally, whereas in rows B and D it is arranged vertically. When viewing this display dynamically, it is evident that the uniformity of motion has been effectively broken up. Rows A and C are seen as zig-zagging and rows B and D are seen as see-sawing.
We believe that the relatively large differences in size and shape introduced in displays 8 and 9 can be differentiated by the parasol system. It has been shown that the parasol system can indeed discern shapes, provided that the stimuli are relatively large and are made up of low spatial frequencies (Merigan and Maunsell 1990; Merigan et al 1991) .
2.7
To what extent can stereoscopic depth cues influence the direction of apparent motion? To view the stereoscopic displays presented in this paper the reader must either be able to free-fuse the images or have access to a stereoscope. We used the Stereoptican 707 by Taylor-Merchant (http://www.stereoopticon.com/stereoopticon707.htm) but other brands would work as well. Depending on the device used to view these and the stereoscopic displays presented later, it may be necessary to resize the movies in order to effectively fuse the two images; to accomplish this, .avi files are provided with the supplemental web materials which may be downloaded and resized by the reader and viewed as described in the introduction (section 1).
In this section we present several variations of a display. Display 10a is the basic display in which four bistable quartets are shown without disparity. First, fuse the static display either freely or with a stereoscope. Once properly fused, the display should be activated. Upon prolonged viewing it may be established that the perceived direction of motion is, for the most part, the same in the four quartets and that when the percept switches from horizontal to vertical motion it does so in unison.
In display 10b an identical disparity is introduced for all four quartets which causes the top two dots in each quartet to be seen as near and the bottom two as far. When set in motion the dots may be seen as moving side to side in the near or the far plane or they may be seen as jumping from near to far. Whenever a directional switch is perceived, it applies to all the elements. Thus the direction of apparent motion remains both bistable and uniform despite the differential depth.
Display 10c, shown only with the supplemental web material, is constructed so that the top two quartets have a different depth disparity than the bottom two quartets. In the top two quartets the upper dots seem near and the bottom two seem far. The bottom two quartets are arranged so the two left dots of each quartet seem near and the two right dots seem far. The disparity introduced between near and far is relatively small and yields an unstable percept; sometimes the direction of motion is uniform for the four quartets, and at other times different directions of motion are perceived.
Display 10d, which also is only on the web, is identical to 10c except that a larger disparity is introduced. As a result, the breakup in the uniformity of motion becomes more pronounced; apparent motion in the top two quartets is predominantly zig-zag and in the bottom two quartets it is see-saw and there is a corresponding decrease in the switching from see-saw to zig-zag for any of the quartets.
Further directional stabilization and unity breakup in the perceived motion occur when color and size differences are added to the disparity, as depicted in display 11a. When fused, the color and size cues are in the same depth plane; the large red dots are near and the small green dots are far. Once the display is activated, both the large red and the small green dots are preferentially seen as jumping to an identical stimulus; thus predominantly zig-zag motion is seen in the top two quartets and see-saw motion in the bottom two.
What happens when the stimuli from 11a are arranged to be in different planes? Under these conditions, shown in display 11b, the percept tends to be more unstable.
Since we had proposed that the parasol system plays a far more prominent role in apparent-motion perception than does the midget system, how can one account for the effects induced by stereopsis? Although it was once argued that stereoscopic depth perception lies predominantly within the domain of the parasol system (Livingstone and Hubel 1988) , it has now been established that both systems can process disparity information Howard 2002 (page 245) ]. The difference is that the midget system can accomplish this function in the high-frequency domain, whereas the parasol system can do so only when lower spatial frequencies and higher disparities are involved. The fact that the direction of apparent motion can be broken up only when relatively large disparities are introduced is in consonance with the view that the parasol system is involved.
How does spatial proximity influence the direction of perceived motion?
The next question we investigate using the bistable-quartet display is the extent to which the proximity of dots can disrupt the unity of the perceived direction of apparent motion.
The left construction panel of display 12 shows two wheels, each with spokes positioned 11.258 apart. In all of the previous displays the spacing of the dots has been equidistant, as indicated by the gray circles on the wheel perimeters. To test the effect of proximity, the top/bottom pairs or the left/right pairs of dots have been moved closer together. In rows A and C of the dynamic display each dot has been moved 11.258 toward the vertical or y-axis; in rows B and D the dots have been moved by the same amount toward the horizontal or x-axis. When activated, it can be seen that this relatively small change in proximity is not very effective in disrupting the perceived unity of apparent motion.
In display 13 the proximity is increased further. Here, the dots have each been moved by 22.58. This level of proximity effectively breaks up the uniformity of perceived motion; rows A and C are seen as zig-zagging and rows B and D are seen as see-sawing.
We believe that the fact that only relatively large differences in proximity are effective in disrupting the unity of apparent motion also speaks for the involvement of the parasol system given the relatively coarse resolution of this system. Since the dots activate separate sets of neurons in the retina, LGN, and V1, the integration of proximity cues must involve extrastriate areas in which individual neurons have large receptive fields.
3 Rotating two-dimensional objects To examine the extent to which the principles we have established thus far apply to other kinds of apparent motion we shall now turn to a second series of demonstrations dealing with rotary motion.
Rotating wheels
When we view the rotation of spoked wheels on cars, bicycles, carriages, and wagons under natural conditions, we can readily discern the direction of both linear and rotary motion. Perceptual integration arises whereby the movement of the entire wheeled device is seen to be in harmony with the rotary movement of its wheels. A wagon moving from left to right has wheels that rotate clockwise whereas a wagon moving from right to left has wheels that rotate counterclockwise. This rule remains constant irrespective of the speed of the moving object, unless the velocity reaches high levels when individual spokes can no longer be resolved. In contrast with this straightforward situation, when we view moving wheeled objects on television or in the movies, we often perceive a conflict. At certain speeds a moving chariot, wagon, or car will be seen as having wheels whose spokes are rotating`backwards', while at other speeds the perceived direction of rotation reverses. Furthermore, at some speeds wheels can be seen as being still.
The direction in which we perceive the rotation in the movies and on TV is based on the principle of proximity first examined in displays 12 and 13. This direction depends on where the spokes are positioned in successive frames. At slow speeds, the direction of rotation is preserved because, in successive frames, each spoke moves only a small distance relative to the previous frame. However, when the rate of rotation is such that in successive frames each spoke is displaced by more than half the distance between adjacent spokes, owing to the principle of proximity rotation will appear to occur in the opposite direction from the actual. When successive frames have perfectly overlapping spokes, the wheel will appear to be still.
To determine what factors other than proximity affect the perceived direction of motion, displays have been created in which successive spokes are presented in various sequences. Display 14 shows the basic arrangement. The total complement of spokes appears in A and B. There are 32 spokes in each; the ones in B are displaced 5.638 relative to the ones in A to prevent overlaps. Of these 32, only 8 are shown in any one frame, meaning that there are three unshown frames between each of the 8 spokes of the wheel. To complete a cycle, four successive frames are used. To induce counterclockwise rotation, successive spokes increase in number; to induce clockwise rotation, they decrease in number, as described in the display legend.
Display 15 shows several wheels constructed to examine how shape and color affect our ability to discern the direction of rotary motion. In A clockwise motion is induced by successively presenting the 8 spokes displaced clockwise one step at a time. In B counterclockwise motion is induced by successively presenting the 8 spokes displaced counterclockwise one step at a time. The four steps are then recycled for the perception of continuous wheel rotation.
Next, in C, wheels shown in A and B are superimposed. It is difficult to perceive any consistent direction of movement in the dynamic display C. The question that then arises is, to what extent can one re-establish a clear sense of clockwise or counterclockwise rotation under these superimposed conditions? In D we differentiate the clockwise and counterclockwise moving spokes by changing their colors. The blue spokes move clockwise and the yellow ones counterclockwise. It is evident that color cues alone are insufficient to provide a distinct sense of motion direction. In E shape information is provided in addition to color to further differentiate the spokes. The clockwise moving spokes are made up of small blue circles and the counterclockwise moving spokes are made up of yellow triangles. Viewing this display shows that a considerably better sense of motion direction is induced, although it is not entirely stable. In F the shape difference between the two sets of spokes is further enhanced, resulting in a rather good sense of motion in opposite directions. Although it is difficult to perceive opposing directions simultaneously, concentrating on the blue wavy spokes gives a very good sense of clockwise rotation, and concentrating on the yellow dotted spokes give a very good sense of counterclockwise motion. The attentional factors involved implicate higher visual areas in the direction of motion perceived. [For a related study of transparent-motion perception see Qian et al (1994) .]
Rotating dots
Next we examine how rotary motion is perceived when the display components are less familiar and do not overlap. Two sets of displays are used to answer this question. Display 16 shows all the elements used in the first set. Two groups of 32 dots are arranged evenly around two concentric circles. A shows dots that are all the same color and size. In B the outer set of dots is red and the inner set green. In C the dots are replaced with colored circles and triangles. In D a larger difference between the stimuli on the inner versus the outer circles is introduced by using yellowish stars and small green dots. As was done for the wheels, to create the dynamic display only 8 pairs of dots are shown in one frame with three steps between each pair. The elements can be shown successively either clockwise or counterclockwise. When activated, in A, B, and C it is difficult to perceive consistent counter-rotation of the outer and inner dots. This illustrates again that neither color cues nor subtle differences in shape are effective in inducing apparent motion. On the other hand, in D the direction of rotation is quite clear; especially for the stars that can be seen as rotating counterclockwise.
To determine the extent to which the perception of motion necessitates good continuity, as suggested by Gestalt psychologists (Koffka 1935) , we modified display 16 to allow for the radial motion component. The arrangement is shown for all elements in display 17; that shown in A is identical to the one shown in A of display 16. However, when motion is induced, it is counterclockwise for all elements. The same counterclockwise movement is produced in B and D. However in B through D, in addition to the counterclockwise movement, the outer and inner dots are alternated. This is evident in B where only one set of dots alternates. When activated, the prime percept is that of a ring of dots that expands and contracts in successive steps. The secondary percept is counterclockwise rotation for the entire display. In C, for each successive pair of dots the red circle and green triangle are reversed from inner position to outer position. If one could keep the perception of movement separate for the two sets of objects, one would see inward-and outward-jumping red circles and green triangles similar to the expanding and contracting dots perceived in B of display 17. This is not the case. Once activated, it is very difficult to perceive inward-and outward-jumping or, for that matter, to appreciate that there is an alternation of the elements in the display. The prime sensation is smooth counterclockwise rotation. By contrast, when viewing D, there is a clear sense of inward and outward counterclockwise jumping for the stars. Thus, it appears that, as in all previous displays, color cues alone are quite ineffective in giving rise to apparent motion. On the other hand, relatively large size and shape differences are effective in inducing compelling discontinuous apparent motion.
Opposite directions of motion
The last display in this section addresses the question how opposing directions of rotary motion can be handled and differentiated on the basis of color and shape cues. The left panel of display 18 shows an arrangement of 32 spokes demonstrating the construction procedure used. In A 2 spokes move in opposite directions in 14 steps, respectively going from 10 to 24 and 7 to 26. Thus, half the motion is counterclockwise (left spoke) and half clockwise (right spoke). In B the situation is reversed; the left spoke moves clockwise and the right counterclockwise. When the display is set in motion, in A one tends to perceive the equivalent of a flying bird, a familiar percept, showing that under apparent-motion conditions opposite directions of apparent motion can readily be integrated into a single percept. In B the directions of successive presentations are reversed producing a less familiar situation as if a bird were upside down flying downward. In C the two conditions are superimposed. In this case, there is no clear sense of motion direction, indicating once again that color itself cannot effectively separate the perceived direction of apparent motion. In D, however, where the shapes for the two sets of directions are quite different, one can readily perceive the beating wings of a bird.
Thus it appears that the prime conclusions drawn from the bistable quartets apply to a range of situations involving two-dimensional apparent movement. The principle of proximity is central in apparent motion in general. Color cues are ineffective for differentiation as are small shape differences. However, when shape differences between sets of conflicting elements are sizable, different subunits in the display can be united and differentiated. We have little knowledge how this might be achieved in the visual system as it requires both differentiation on a small scale and integration over a large scale. To achieve this, the activity of sets of numerous neurons in early portions of the visual system, such as in V1, needs to be somehow unified, with two different synchronies set up for the opposing percepts, namely unified clockwise and counterclockwise rotation as demonstrated. Once again, it is likely that this is achieved by virtue of a complex interplay between feedforward and feedback systems among various stages in the visual system. As already noted, the parasol system plays a more central role in apparent-motion perception than does the midget system.
Rotations in three dimensions ö opaque surfaces
What we have examined so far has been concerned predominantly with two-dimensional percepts. Yet, as we exist in a three-dimensional world, several systems have evolved that allow us to perceive it as so, even though the images formed on the retinal surface are two-dimensional (Howard 2002; Howard and Rogers 2002) . The integration of the third dimension adds a major level of complexity to visual processing.
In the next three sections we shall examine how three kinds of depth cues are utilized to integrate and differentiate apparent motion: stereopsis, shading, and motion parallax.
In this section we turn to a new set of displays that examine the extent to which depth cues can influence the direction in which apparent motion is perceived. The construction procedures are illustrated in display 19. Each display unit consists of 8 or 9 crescents arranged in perspective. The three units shown in the right panel in the top row of display 19 comprise the basic display. The complete set of steps used appears in the left panel. A full cycle consists of four successive frames; in successive frames, the crescents comprising a unit have been displaced by one step in either the rightward or the leftward direction, thereby creating the impression of clockwise or counterclockwise motion as defined by a clock or watch when laid flat on a table.
Here we address the question how depth cues can influence the perceived direction of apparent motion in three dimensions, a question we had considered briefly in displays 10 and 11. In the displays of this third set we examine the role shading cues play in apparent motion and how such cues interact with those provided by disparity. In the right panel of display 19, the first row of units has no shading; when the display is stationary these three units, for the most part, look flat. In the second and third rows, shading cues are added to create, respectively, the impression of a convex and a concave set of units. The next two displays are shown only on the website. In display 19a no shading information is provided. Consequently, for the most part the units look flat, although some viewers may gain a weak sense of convexity which in part is due to the relative spacing of the crescents and in part to an inherent bias in subjects to interpret ambiguous surfaces such as these as being convex ( movement in all 24 units, as indicated by the arrow at the bottom. The direction of motion perceived is brought about by the fact that successive crescents are presented closest to each other from left to right. The apparent direction of motion, when translated into the third dimension, will be referred to as clockwise and counterclockwise motion as defined earlier. The construction procedure was described above for display 19. In display 19b the successive presentation of the crescents is identical to display 19a. However, shading depth cues have been added to create the impression of convex units in rows 1 and 3, and concave units in rows 2 and 4. When this display is set in motion, rows 2 and 3 are perceived to rotate clockwise and rows 1 and 4 appear to rotate counterclockwise. Prolonged viewing can reverse this effect for rows 2 and 4, causing these units to be perceived as convex, as if they were being illuminated from below. When this reversal occurs, all 24 units seem to move uniformly in the same direction, as in display 19a. This demonstration establishes that direction of apparent motion can be profoundly influenced by depth impressions created by shading.
To make this point more compelling, an elaboration of this display appears in display 20. When activated, the direction of motion in A is counterclockwise for all units as successive crescents are presented in rightward steps; the direction of perceived motion is indicated in the top right panel of the static display. When stationary, B is identical to A. In the active display B, the rotation of the units has been reversed for rows 2 and 4; thus counterclockwise rotation is seen in rows 1 and 3 and clockwise rotation is seen in rows 2 and 4. Shading cues are added to C and D to create the impression of concave (rows 1 and 3) and convex (rows 2 and 4) units in the static image. The successive displacement of crescents used to create the dynamic display C is the same as for A. However, because of the depth cues, opposite directions of apparent motion dominate; rows 1 and 3 are seen predominantly as rotating clockwise and rows 2 and 4 rotating counterclockwise. In the dynamic display D the crescent displacements are identical to those in B; but, owing to the added shading, the perceived direction of rotation is different from that in B. The prime impression is that all the units are moving in the same direction. This display then establishes quite convincingly that shading depth cues have a powerful influence on the perceived direction of apparent motion.
This display of opaque, rotating, basketball-like units can also be used to assess the role stereoscopic depth cues play in affecting the perception of apparent motion. The displays demonstrating this use of elements are shown in display 21a. None of the four units has shading cues. When static display 21a is viewed binocularly through the stereoscope, units 1 and 3 will be seen as convex and 2 and 4 as concave due to the disparities in the display. When the dynamic display is viewed monocularly through the stereoscope, all units will be seen to be rotating counterclockwise. When the activated display is then viewed binocularly, the convex units 1 and 3 will be seen to be rotating counterclockwise and the concave units 2 and 4 seen as rotating clockwise. The percept is not stable, especially for units 2 and 4. But units seldom are seen to be rotating the same way.
In display 21b, shading cues are added to units 3 and 4 to determine the extent to which this addition stabilizes the induced percepts. The shading and binocular disparity cues are in harmony. The presentation of successive crescents is exactly the same as in display 21a. When display 21b is activated and viewed monocularly, units 1, 2, and 3 are seen to rotate counterclockwise and unit 4 is seen to rotate clockwise. As already noted for displays 19 and 20, prolonged monocular viewing may allow a change in the direction of perceived motion in unit 4. Thus the shading cues do not provide a truly stable percept for apparent-motion direction. When the stationary display is viewed binocularly, the stereo cues in units 2 and 4 create the impression of convexity, as shown earlier. When activated, the perception of clockwise rotation is considerably more stable in unit 4 than in unit 2. The increased stability must therefore be due to the added shading cues.
What happens when the shading and stereo cues are put in conflict with each other? This is shown in display 21c. This display is identical to display 21b with the following exception: in unit 3 the shading cues are reversed to be similar to those in unit 4. When viewed monocularly, units 3 and 4 appear identical and are somewhat unstable, with preference for clockwise rotation once the display is activated. When viewed statically and binocularly, the stereo cues can be seen to be in conflict in unit 3öthe stereo cues provide a convex impression and the shading cues produce a concave impression. When the display is activated and viewed binocularly, unit 3 yields a bistable perceptöthe direction of perceived rotation oscillates. Under these conditions some observers will also note that unit 4, which is identical to unit 4 in display 21b, is now more unstable, as if the bistable percept in unit 3 had affected the way unit 4 is perceived as well. With sustained viewing, units 3 and 4 are perceived to rotate sometimes in opposite directions and sometimes in the same direction, either clockwise or counterclockwise. These observations suggest that both shading and disparity cues can significantly influence the direction of apparent motion, and that the shading and disparity cues for this set of conditions have about the same potency.
Rotations in three dimensions ö unoccluded displays
In this section apparent-motion perception is examined when the displays consist of elements that produce the impression of an unoccluded set of dots in three dimensions. The manner in which these displays are constructed is shown in display 22. Each set of dots is arranged in the shape of an oval. There are three steps between each pair of dots as shown in the left panel of the construction display; to induce apparent motion, a set of dots is displaced stepwise in four successive displays. This will be illustrated later in the dynamic displays 22a, 22b, 22c, and 22d, all of which appear only in the supplemental web material. The size of the dots used in the construction of this set of displays can be varied to alter the perception, as indicated in the right panel of display 22. When the dots are all the same size (row 1), the perception of the static image is ambiguous; some individuals see a two-dimensional oval, but most perceive a circular array of dots in three dimensions. With the three-dimensional perception, there exists an ambiguity whether the upper or the lower set of dots in the oval is closer to the viewer. To reduce this ambiguity we will examine the effectiveness of two additional cues: perspective (represented statically in rows 2 and 3 of display 22), and disparity yielding stereoscopic depth. , 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, 29 Frame 1: 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30 Frame 2: 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30 Frame 2: 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, 29 Frame 3: 3, 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 31 Frame 3: 32, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28 Frame 4: 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32 Frame 4: 31, 3, 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27 Display 15. The rotation of wheels as described in display 14. Display 22a shows 12 identical units in which all the dots are the same size. When activated, the rotation of all units appears to be uniform, either clockwise or counterclockwise. The display is bistable; prolonged viewing will induce rapid reversals in the perceived direction of rotation and in whether the lower or upper portions of each oval are seen as near or far. Most commonly all units reverse together, although not to the same extent as the Ramachandran/Anstis bistable quartets.
In display 22b perspective is added to the display. All units are identical, with the upper part of each oval consisting of the larger and hence nearer dots. When the display is activated, the ensuing percept is more stable than in display 22a; the units are seen mostly as rotating clockwise. However, under prolonged viewing reversals can occur; most commonly, when they do, all units reverse together. In display 22c the display is modified so as to have the large and small dots in opposition between rows 1 and 3, and rows 2 and 4. The order of successive frame sequencing is exactly the same as it was in The successive activation of crescents is identical to that in (a). Owing to the shading, in the first and third rows the units appear to be convex and in the second and fourth rows they appear to be concave. the previous display. When this display is activated, there is a strong tendency to see rows 1 and 3 move in the opposite direction from rows 2 and 4. Again, prolonged viewing can produce reversals. In display 22d the same display is used as in display 22c but rows 2 and 4 are differentiated further by making the dots blue. This addition does little to reduce instability in the apparent-motion percept, suggesting once again that color cues do not play a major role in defining and integrating apparent-motion perception.
Next we examine what happens when disparity cues are added to the display. Display 23 shows this arrangement. When activated, the rotary motion seen is predominantly in the clockwise direction with the large dots perceived as being near; sustained viewing, however, can result in repeated reversals. Opposite directions of motion in the two sets can also be readily observed. When the display is viewed binocularly and statically, it can be seen that the disparity is arranged to have the blue set of dots in row 2 in harmony with the perspective, with the larger dots perceived as being near. In row 1 the situation Display 20. Four sets of displays of 20 units each. In (A) shading is uniform and all crescents rotate counterclockwise, as indicated by the arrows to the right of each row. In (B) shading is also uniform, but the first and third rows rotate counterclockwise and the second and fourth rows rotate clockwise. In (C) rotation of all crescents is the same as in (A) but, owing to the shading, rows one and three appear concave and rows two and four as convex. In (D) the shading is the same as in (C) but the crescents rotate counterclockwise in the first and third rows, and clockwise in the second and fourth rows as in (B).
is reversed putting perspective in conflict with stereoscopic depth. When set in motion, the resulting percept is quite stable: in row 1 the motion is counterclockwise and in row 2 it is clockwise. This demonstrates that stereoscopic depth cues for this set of displays are very powerful in integrating the visual percept, thereby defining the direction of apparent motion for each set. Consequently the unity of motion in the display is disrupted and the percept is stabilized.
Rocking displays in three dimensions
So far, the demonstrations incorporating depth cues have shown that stereopsis and shading can play a central role in defining, integrating, and differentiating visual percepts. In this section we expand on these observations by considering the extent to which motion parallax can contribute to the integration and stabilization of ambiguous visual percepts. The display used to examine this question is one that we had developed previously in an attempt to maximize motion-parallax cues in experimental situations (Cao and Schiller 2002) . In its basic form, this display consists of an array of random dots rocked back and forth along a vertical axis, as shown in the left panel of static display 24. Imagine that this is a three-dimensional rigid object with three surfaces of similar random-dot arrays placed at different distances from the observer. Display 24. Rocking random-dot display. In (a) the area is filled randomly with dots. On the left all dots move in unison. On the right three levels of differential velocity movement are introduced whereby the motion parallax created creates a rigid three-dimensional object as shown on the left. In (b) a similar situation is created but the three sets of random dots are separated by empty space. When this display is rocked back and forth, as indicated by the arrows above the object, the overall relative velocity of dot movement along the horizontal axis is progressively greater for surfaces increasingly closer to the observer. The motion parallax produced in this way on a computer monitor is effective in inducing the impression of a threedimensional object, as depicted on the left in display 24. With a very high resolution system rigidity can approximate 100%. However, on standard computer screens and for the displays provided herein, because of the discontinuous steps with which individual pixels are activated displays 24 and 25 may not look entirely rigid. Nevertheless, these displays can be used to get a fairly accurate sense what percepts are created with and without motion-parallax information.
When display 24a is viewed statically, the two displays look identical. When activated, however, the two look quite different. On the left no cues are provided and consequently a flat surface is seen. The percept created on the left is unstable, and can vary between contracting and expanding, oscillating, and rocking back and forth, similar to the rocking perceived on the right. Parallax information is provided on the right side to create the impression of a solid three-dimensional object, as depicted in the static display 24, with the small central surface appearing closest to the observer.
To what extent does the depth percept created with motion parallax depend on the proximity of the differentially moving elements? To answer this question, sets of random dots are separated with empty spaces in display 24b. Again, the static display looks identical on the left and right sides. When activated, a similar percept is created to that of display 24a. The percept on the left is unstable and does not yield any depth impression. On the right, owing to the different velocities of movement introduced, the display is perceived to be three-dimensional. The depth percept created is as powerful as when there is no space between the planes of dots. Thus, it appears that motion-parallax information can be effectively utilized by the visual system even when the elements that are moving at different velocities are not in proximity. The cues provided in the right display are actually ambiguous and can potentially be seen either as the small central dots being the closest or the farthest from the observer. Seeing the latter, however, is most difficult if not impossible because in the natural environment, when one is in motion, the objects closer move at a greater velocity and over a greater distance on the retinal surface than do far objects.
Research has established that already in area V1 there are single cells that are sensitive to differential velocity, raising the question whether these cells play a significant role in processing motion-parallax information (Orban et al 1987; Ohzawa et al 1990 Ohzawa et al , 1996 Ohzawa et al , 1997 Anzai et al 2001; Cao and Schiller 2003) . When display 24b is set in motion, the perceived depth of the right side is just as pronounced as it is for the right side of display 24a. This establishes the fact that motion-parallax information can be effectively utilized for depth even when there is considerable distance between elements moving at different velocities. Thus parallax information can be effectively integrated for unified depth perception over large regions of visual space. We infer that this integration comes about in the visual system, by having progressively larger receptive fields when moving from area V1 to higher regions. This increase in receptive-field size is well established. In V2 the receptive fields on the average are three times bigger than in V1. In area MT they are more than ten times larger than in V1. In area MST the receptive fields are very large and often cross the vertical meridian (Gattass et al 1981; Desimone and Ungerleider 1986; Albright and Desimone 1987; Komatsu and Wurtz 1988) . Areas MT and MST are likely to be strong candidates for the integration of depth based on motion parallax as well as stereopsis. Just how this integration is achieved is still not known.
Under natural conditions the various cues for depth, including stereopsis, motion parallax, and shading, are usually in concert. By contrast, in the laboratory it is possible to separate these cues and even to place them in conflict with each other. Doing so, one can determine the relative weight given to various depth cues. In display 25a, the stereo and parallax cues are in concert. When this display is activated and viewed monocularly the depth percept is due to motion parallax. When it is viewed binocularly, the disparity cues, which are in concert with the parallax cues, enhance the three-dimensional effect. Close examination of the display, comparing binocular viewing without the stereoscope when two sets of identical images are seen, against stereoscopic viewing will establish for the viewer that there is a greater impression of depth under stereoscopic viewing than when the whole display is viewed binocularly without the stereoscope. This happens because under the latter viewing condition we have a subtle conflict situation. The motion-parallax cues tell the viewer that the display is three-dimensional, whereas the stereo system specifies a flat surface since there is no disparity information. The aggregate perception therefore factors both cues in and produces a lesser depth impression. This establishes that both parallax and disparity cues are utilized and weighed in some fashion in the visual system.
To examine this further, one can put the parallax and stereo cues in conflict with each other. This is done in display 25b. The motion-parallax cues are identical for the left and right eye displays. When set in motion and viewed monocularly by either eye, the percept is identical to the one created in displays 24b and 25aöa rocking threedimensional object is seen in which the central square appears closest to the viewer. However, when viewed binocularly, the nature of the percept changes. This change depends on the degree to which motion parallax and stereopsis are used for depth perception; under binocular, fused viewing conditions, the percept will vary depending on the individual. Those individuals who use motion parallax as the primary depth cue will perceive an image comparable to that evoked under monocular viewing conditions. Individuals in whom stereopsis is the dominant cue will perceive the animated display as inverted when compared to stationary, with the central square the furthest away. In those individuals for whom the two depth cues are equally effective, an unstable percept will ensue. Sometimes the display will be seen as a rigid rocking object that either protrudes or recedes; at other times it will be seen as three sets of dots that move in different ways creating the impression of separate surfaces sliding back and forth in a disconnected fashion.
7 Summary of findings for each set of displays 7.1 The Ramachandran/Anstis bistable-quartets displays (a) When an array of quartets is presented in which all the dots are identical, the direction of apparent motion is uniform. When the perceived direction switches, it does so for all units in the array. This occurs with large arrays that cover an extended portion of the visual field. (b) Varying the size of the quartets and the way they are laid out in the visual field has little effect on the uniformity of motion perceived. (c) The uniformity of perceived motion is not significantly affected by introducing contrast differences among the dots. This applies even when dots are shown with reverse contrast.
(d) The uniformity of perceived motion is not significantly affected by introducing dots with different colors. This applies both with red/green and blue/yellow pairings of dots. (e) At isoluminance, the perception of apparent motion is degraded. (f) The uniformity of perceived motion is not significantly affected when different shapes of similar sizes are used.
(g) The uniformity of perceived motion is significantly disrupted when dots of different sizes are used, provided the size differences are considerable (the larger set of elements is more than three times the diameter of the smaller set). When shapes and colors are incorporated with different sizes, the disruption becomes even more dramatic. (h) The uniformity of perceived motion is dramatically disrupted when the proximity of the dots is varied, provided that relatively large differences in proximity between the elements are used. (i) Disparity cues for stereoscopic depth can effectively break up the unity of apparent motion, provided the depth differences introduced between sets of quartets are relatively large.
7.2 Rotating two-dimensional objects (a) The direction of rotary apparent motion is defined by the proximity principle. Motion is perceived to be in the direction of the closest successive element. 8 Basic principles that can be derived from these observations (1) The direction of apparent motion under bistable conditions, as in the bistable-quartet demonstrations, is integrated over an extensive spatial area.
(2) This integration is restricted to smaller areas when apparent motion involves smaller and more successive steps as with the rotating wheels and dots. (3) Wavelength information is not effective in defining the direction of apparent motion. (4) The size and shape of successive elements in unstable displays is effective in defining the direction of apparent motion but only when the size and shape differences are pronounced. (5) Proximity plays a central role in defining the perceived direction of apparent motion. (6) Adding the depth cues of disparity, shading, and motion parallax is very effective in stabilizing percepts and in defining the direction of apparent motion. (7) The direction of apparent motion does not appear to be significantly governed by principles Gestalt psychologists had emphasized (Koffka 1935) . We can readily integrate apparent motion that occurs in opposite directions and integrate successive elements that lack continuation. We can integrate complex multidirectional cues such as those described by Johansson who had shown that the movement of a limited set of light spots attached to a human body can easily be perceived as being engaged in various motor acts such as walking or dancing, even though there are many different directions and velocities of apparent motion in those displays (Johansson 1973) .
9 What these observations tell us about the visual system 9.1 Apparent motion The displays shown strongly suggest that the parasol system, which in primates projects through the magnocellular geniculate to area V1, plays a central role in motion perception, its spatial integration, and its differentiation. Displays in which differentiation of the elements relies on the midget and koniocellular systems are not effective in breaking up the integrated unit of apparent-motion perception and in allowing the differentiation of units that move in opposing directions (displays 3^7, 15, 17^19). Direction-specific neurons, which in the geniculo-striate system arise in area V1, are central for performing the motion analysis. The fact that the direction of motion can be integrated over large distances suggests that such integration takes place in higher visual areas, such as MT and MST where the receptive fields of individual neurons are quite large.
The perceived direction of apparent motion is insensitive to the sign of contrast of the display elements relative to the background (as shown in displays 3 and 4). It is also the case that contrast reversal of bistable-quartet displays (eg dark spots superimposed on a light background and arranged as in displays 1 and 2) would yield similar perceptions. As already noted (section 2.2, display 4a) the ON and OFF channels converge on complex cells in area V1; about half of these complex cells are directionally selective and make a central contribution to motion perception. Because of the ON/OFF convergence, complex cells are insensitive to the sign of contrast. Their direction selectivities are similar with opposite signs of contrast. These facts are in consonance with the view that complex cells play a role in processing the kind of apparent motion shown in the displays we present in this paper.
An interesting question we had not so far considered is whether the effects we have demonstrated with the bistable quartets also occur under scotopic viewing conditions. Readers interested in this question can view displays 1b and 2 in a dark room with contrast of the monitor turned down or view them through a neutral density filter after 10^20 min of dark adaptation. A good test of the level of dark adaptation is that, viewed foveally, any quartet will be barely or not at all visible. This is because in the fovea we have no rods [Masland 2001; Howard 2002 (page 164)]. As will be observed, the same rules apply to the perception of apparent motion after dark adaptation as under light-adapted, photopic conditions. The quartets are seen as all zig-zagging or see-sawing, and when they switch they do so in unison.
It has now been established that, where rods and cones coexist in the retina, their input converges on the same retinal ganglion cells (Masland 2001) . Contrary to earlier beliefs (Cajal 1933) , there are no separate pathways for rods and cones from the retina to central structures (Wa« ssle and Boycott 1991). Thus, under photopic conditions retinal ganglion cells process wavelength information by virtue of the cone input to them, whereas under scotopic conditions, when the effective input to the ganglion cells is limited to the rods, they process only luminance information. Studies of the size of the receptive fields of retinal-ganglion cells have established that they are different [Hammond 1975; Howard 2002 (page 169) ]öunder photopic conditions the receptive fields are smaller than under scotopic conditions. This applies to both the center and the antagonistic surround of the ganglion-cell receptive fields and it is due to the fact that the rod and cone circuitry that involves rod and cone bipolar cells and rod and cone horizontal cells is different (Smith et al 1986; Boycott and Wa« ssle 1991; Wa« ssle and Boycott 1991; Masland 2001) ; there is considerably more pooling in the rod pathway than the cone pathway. Yet these two sets of circuits converge on individual retinal ganglion cells which therefore are driven in the daytime, under photopic conditions, predominantly by the cones, and at night, under scotopic conditions, predominantly by the rods. Thus, it appears that retinal ganglion cells do not form separate labeled lines for processing luminance and chrominance information. The fact that the principles of apparent-motion perception are essentially similar under photopic and scotopic conditions is in consonance with this view.
Apparent motion and depth
The processing of disparity information for stereoscopic depth perception depends, of course, on the differential input from the two eyes. A great deal of research has established that area V1 is the first location in the geniculo-striate system that has the capacity to process stereopsis (Hubel and Wiesel 1968; Poggio 1972; Schiller et al 1976b) . Many neurons in this area receive input from both eyes, and many are tuned to various levels of disparity. The disparities for depth are relatively small, necessitating interconnections over only relatively small distances of cortical tissue. The integration of depth for extended spatial regions must lie in the domain of higher visual areas where the receptive fields are larger. It has been amply demonstrated that several higher visual areas contribute to stereoscopic depth perception, areas that include V2, V4, and MT.
Shading cues for depth, as the displays have shown, are most effective. At this stage unfortunately little is known about how shading information is processed in the visual system. To process shading, sign of contrast information must be retained in higher cortical areas. Cells have been identified by several investigators that respond well to changes in luminance levels, that receive selective input from either the ON and OFF channels and that largely lack orientation or direction selectivity (Schiller et al 1976a; Doty 1977) . One such class of cells has been called the T-cells by Schiller et al (1976a) and luxotonic cells by Kayama et al (1979) and Doty (1977) . One can presume that cells sensitive to luminance project to certain higher-level areas in the visual system where shading information is integrated over relatively large regions.
As already noted, the perception of the direction of apparent motion is insensitive to the sign of contrast of its elements (as shown in displays 3 and 4). This suggests that the analysis takes place in areas with neurons that have a convergent input from the ON and OFF systems. Yet shading that produces depth impressions seems to require interaction among neurons sensitive to sign of contrast. This seeming contradiction suggests that separate channels are involved which are integrated at higher levels in the visual system. One of these channels receives a convergent input from the ON and OFF systems and plays a central role in motion perception. The other channel, in which the ON and OFF channels remain segregated, processes shading. Integration of these two types of information is likely to occur at yet higher levels. Research has established that there are more than 30 visual areas in the cortex that make more than 300 interconnections (Van Essen et al 1981) . In the quest to specify the functions of these areas and the manner in which they interact, several methods, including single-cell recordings in animals and fMRI in humans, have shown how depth perception based on stereopsis and motion parallax, texture perception, and color perception are integrated and how attentional processes influence their analysis (Cavanagh 1992; Lu and Sperling 2001; Claeys et al 2003; Peuskens et al 2004) .
Motion parallax is the prime monocular depth cue that humans and animals utilize to determine where objects are located relative to each other in three-dimensional space. Numerous researchers have examined how motion-parallax information is utilized (Rogers and Graham 1979; Bruno and Cutting 1988; Rogers and Collett 1989; Hayashibe 1991 ) but relatively few have examined its neural underpinnings (Anzai et al 2001; Cao and Schiller 2003) . It is believed that two attributes of neurons in the visual system make central contributions to the processing of motion parallax: direction specificity and differential motion selectivity. The attribute of direction specificity is pervasive in the visual system. Already in the retina there is a small complement of directionally selective retinal ganglion cells (the cells of Dogiel) that form the accessory optic system (AOS) whose prime purpose is to stabilize the visual scene on the retina at slow velocities of movement; this is accomplished by connections that, through the cortex and the cerebellum, reach the vestibular nuclei, which in turn connect through the oculomotor complex to the eye muscles (Oyster and Barlow 1967; Simpson et al 1979; Simpson 1984) . This system, which is sensitive to very slow velocities of movement, is not believed to be involved in motion parallax and depth perception. It appears, however, that GABAergic inhibitory systems play a central role in giving rise to direction specificity both in the AOS (Grasse et al 1990; Schuerger et al 1990) and in the cortex (Sillito 1975; Daw and Ariel 1981; Eysel et al 1988; Worgotter and Eysel 1991) .
In the geniculo-striate system of mammals, direction-specific cells appear first in V1 where they are prevalent. Most simple cells and more than half of the complex cells are direction-specific (Schiller et al 1976b; Hubel and Wiesel 1977) . Many of these cells are tuned for velocity (Movshon 1975; Schiller et al 1976b) , and some of them are sensitive to differential rather than absolute velocity of motion (Cao and Schiller 2003 ). It appears, therefore, that two significant necessary attributes for the processing of motion parallax, direction specificity and selectivity for differential motion, are already available in V1. However, the observations based on displays 24 and 25 establish that motion parallax can be extremely effective even when elements moving at different velocities in a display or under natural conditions are quite far apart. Such elements activate different sets of neurons in V1 that can be located many millimeters apart in the cortical tissue. This suggests that motion parallax may not be processed until the information reaches higher visual areas in which the receptive fields are large, and the cells are direction-specific and sensitive to differential motion. Research has shown that a high proportion of neurons in areas MT and MST possess these three attributes (Dubner and Zeki 1971; Zeki 1974; Van Essen et al 1981; Tanaka et al 1986; Duffy and Wurtz 1991; Celebrini and Newsome 1995; Buracas and Albright 1996) and that some of the neurons are indeed capable of processing motion-parallax information (Upadhyay et al 2000) .
Thus there appears to be a striking difference in the processing of depth information based on stereopsis and motion parallax. The evidence that V1 processes stereopsis has been well established, as already noted. If parallax information is not analyzed until areas MT and MST, it is an interesting question where these two types of depth cues are integrated. Studies have demonstrated that many areas, including MT and MST, process stereopsis. Thus it is possible that this integration takes place in MT and MST, but further work is needed to determine this.
Considering the three depth cues discussed östereopsis, shading, and motion parallaxöit appears that stereopsis processing begins in area V1 and parallax processing in MT and MST. In these latter two areas stereopsis and parallax may be integrated (DeAngelis et al 1998) . By contrast, shading cues for depth are likely to be processed in different areas and are integrated at levels even higher than MT and MST. Thus, we may well have here a complex hierarchy of integrations that most likely rely heavily on both feedforward and feedback connections. The complexity of this process is much greater given the fact that, as far as depth analysis is concerned, one needs to consider the processing of other depth cues we utilize that include perspective, interposition, and the accommodative and vergence oculomotor cues.
